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EXT REM E TEEN SAV ING S ACC OUN T
For Ages 13-17

Earn Dividends*
Quarterly Newsletter
Quarterly Contest
Birthday Cards

Passbook for Record Keeping
Teens ages 16-17 may be
eligible for a checking acct.

HOW TO STAR T
minimum deposit.
Open a share/savings account with a $5

e to earn
owner of account *$100 minimum balanc
(Parent or guardian must sign as a joint
Account at age 18)
dividends. Converts to Regular Share Savings

8400 Mansfield Road
Shreveport, LA 71108
318-621-0605
Fax: 318-635-4719

1507 Doctors Drive
Bossier City, LA 71111
318-629-5622
Fax: 318-629-5623

www.wkfcu.org
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Winter Edition
Eats & Crafts
Be sure and ask your parents for permission
and assistance before starting any project.

PIPE CLEANER HEART RING
Materials
Pipe Cleaners - 12 inches long
May need glue gun
Instructions
1. Take the pipe cleaner and place
it behind one of your fingers (the
one you plan to wear the ring on),
leaving about 1.5 inches to the end
of the pipe cleaner.
2. Wrap the pipe cleaner around
your finger. Then twist the end a
few times to hold it in place.You
should have a loop on one end of
the pipe cleaner. Double check
that the loop actually fits your
finger. Remove it from your hand.

WHAT IS MONEY?
A SIMPLE DEFINITION.

What is Money?

Money is a medium of exchange – it is something everyone is
willing to accept in exchange for goods and services. Although
money has taken many forms over time, currently it’s most
commonly seen as bills and coins.

What about credit & debit cards,
and apps like Apply Pay, Google Pay, etc?
1

They are not money by themselves – they are used to pay money, without using physical money like bills
and coins. Similarly, cash equivalents like checks and money orders are also not money, but modes of
payment.

What did people do before money?
3

3. Pinch the end of the pipe
cleaner and roll it onto itself to
make a spiral. Keep rolling the
pipe cleaner into a tight spiral
until there’s about 1/4 inch of space between
the ring loop and the spiral.
4. Bend the ring loop backwards so it’s at a 90 degree
angle to the spiral. (So if you put the ring on your finger
now, you’d have a spiral on the front of the ring). Bend
the pipe cleaner to adjust the ring position. Try as best as
you can to get the ring loop so it’s behind the middle of
the spiral.

Initially, people used to exchange goods for other goods, which is called barter. Throughout
history, people have used shells, beads, gold & silver coins, etc. as money.

Who creates money?
The government of each country creates money that’s used in that country, and that is the
currency for that country. For example, the US Department of Treasury prints Dollar bills and
mints coins that are used in the US. Banks deal with a lot of money.

Do credit unions and banks create money too?
No, only governments can create money. Banks and credit unions help circulate the money through the
economy.
Banks and credit unions also store money on behalf of people and businesses.

CREATE YOUR OWN DOLLAR BILL

5. Now, shape your heart! Pinch the bottom of the spiral
to make the bottom V shape of the heart. Then press your
finger nail into the middle of the top of the spiral to make
a bend for the top middle groove of the heart. Pinch and
bend the sides of the heart until you’re happy with the
shape.
6. If your heart shape tries to unwind when you let go of it,
add a small dab of hot glue between the pipe cleaners at
the very bottom point of the heart.

MARDI GRAS MUNCHIES
Ingredients
Checkerboard square pretzels
Hershey's Kisses
Yellow, green, and purple
M&Ms

Preparation
1. Preheat oven to 300
degrees. Line baking sheet
with parchment paper.
2. Place pretzels on sheet in a single layer.
3. Top each pretzel with a Hershey's kiss.
4. Bake for 3 minutes. Remove from oven
and immediately top each kiss with an M&M, pressing
down to set. Allow to cool completely.

(Reprinted from www.easypeasyfinance.com)

Winter
Coloring
Contest

YOU COULD WIN $25
Show off your coloring skills and you could win a $25 deposit into your account.
Color the picture then ask your parents to mail it
to 8400 Mansfield Rd, Shreveport, LA 71108
or bring it by the credit union by Feb 4, 2022.
Fall Winner - Emersyn Karevicius

Your Name______________________________________
Your Age________________________________________
Parents Name___________________________________
Address________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Phone Number__________________________________

(*$100 minimum balance to earn dividends. Accounts are opened under child’s name and Social Security number with parent signing as joint owner. Converts to Extreme Teen Acct at age 13)

